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RECOMMENDATION 

Engage Solovis and TopQ+ as systems vendors providing total fund analytics and private markets research and analytics 
to help create a more robust and repeatable investment process. 

SEARCH PROCESS 

1) REVIEW CRITICAL TEAM FUNCTIONS AND EXISTING PROCESSES

Staff’s critical investment-related functions primarily consist of: (i.) portfolio monitoring, (ii.) investment manager
due diligence, (iii.) risk evaluation, (iv.) manager sourcing, (v.) asset allocation, and (vi.) research management.
These functions are largely supported by BNY Mellon’s (custodian) portal and external consultants.  The vast
majority of analytical functions are performed in Excel.

2) ASSESS PROCESS GAPS AND WEAKNESSES

Staff considered the tools and procedures it currently employs to address critical investment-related functions (i.)
through (vi.) above.  Staff then assessed what procedural changes would allow it to better carry out these critical
functions.  Where Staff determined that changes to implementation could not overcome limits imposed by current
technical resources, Staff considered whether new tools would help to achieve these improvements.

3) PRIORITIZE NEEDS

The search prioritized systems that could help improve processes related to: (i.) portfolio monitoring and (ii.)
investment manager due diligence, predominantly based on Staff hours dedicated to these critical functions.

4) SOURCE AND EVALUATE

The sourcing and evaluation process kicked off at the end of Calendar Q3 2020.  Staff identified potential systems
providers via allocator peer networks, industry contacts, and consultants.  Introductory meetings and platform deep-
dives were conducted for 10+ products.  Trial subscriptions were provided for 5 platforms, which informed multiple
vendor follow-up meetings.  Reference calls were conducted for the final list of systems under consideration.

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS 

TOPQ+  
Description: Private markets research & analytics platform that enables investors to streamline and scale their pre-
commitment due diligence process.  Produces dynamic analytics with Fund and deal-level GP data. 
Price:  $18,750 year 1 (with 25% ILPA discount), $25,000/year thereafter. 
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SOLOVIS 
Description: Multi-asset portfolio management platform that automates data aggregation from multiple sources 
(custodian bank, GP statements, etc.) to provide dynamic reporting and analytics.  Generates custom dashboards and 
reports for aggregated portfolio and bucket performance, allocation, risk, exposures, and attribution. 
Price: $184,000/year, ($600/year for each additional private fund investment requiring Solovis data collection from GP 
statements, $500/year for each additional public fund investment requiring Solovis data collection). 
 
As Nasdaq-owned platforms, Solovis and TopQ+ benefit from synergies, both in terms of pricing and functionality.   
 
SUMMARY  
 
Approval of the Solovis and TopQ+ recommendation would: 
 

1) Streamline critical Portfolio Monitoring and Due Diligence processes via significant reduction in Staff hours 
dedicated to data collection/management. 

2) Aggregate data from both liquid and private asset portfolios into one cohesive system with powerful and dynamic 
analytics, improving total portfolio visibility. 

3) Systematize workflow to make processes more standardized and transferrable to future Staff members. 
4) Reduce reliance on Excel for complex portfolio, manager, liquidity, and asset class analysis and modeling. 
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